
Innovation for every industry.



Nobody knows the future, but you can be ready when it arrives 
The potential for innovation is growing in every industry. So are the technological challenges that must be overcome. 

Samsung focuses on providing solutions tailored for specific industries while offering a range of connected products that will 
prepare any business for tomorrow and beyond. 

In addition, we partner with individual companies to develop purpose-built solutions designed to empower their customers and 
service models.

Healthcare
Samsung’s state-of-the-art technology solutions, such as tablets, e-boards and digital displays, enhance each element

of your practice with science and purpose to improve the patient experience and quality of care.

Education
From streamlined grade processes to increased student engagement through tablets and digital whiteboards, institutions 

across the globe create a more empowered learning environment with Samsung’s best-in-class education solutions.

Retail 
Tailor your brand with Samsung digital signage solutions. Create an interactive consumer experience with apps and

in-store devices. Empower sales associates with simplified POS and communications systems.

Government
Through comprehensive solutions, such as the Samsung KNOX mobile platform, your government agency can meet 

rigorous security demands while lowering costs and increasing efficiency. 

Finance
Samsung is the safe, smart choice when it comes to productivity, innovation and security for your financial institution, 

thanks to state-of-the-art solutions such as laptops with pre-boot authentication and TPM.

Transportation
Whether it’s improved mobility in the field, improved processes in the yard or improved productivity in the operations

center, Samsung products and solutions facilitate greater efficiency for transportation management.

Hospitality
From incredible screen resolutions for guest rooms and digital signage to unified employee communications

through wireless and phone systems, Samsung brings every part of your hospitality business together.

Channel Solutions
Our partnerships with dedicated and passionate industry professionals will help your business generate profitable

solutions that drive customer satisfaction.

Samsung Business Services
Our comprehensive suite of services for enterprise customers encompasses mobility support, enterprise mobility 

management (EMM), and value-added services for deployment, security, applications and device care.



This is what ready looks like 

Digital Signage
Our commercial displays transform how you show, control and interact with information in a variety 

of industries and locations. 

Hospitality TVs
Hospitality TVs add a new dimension of integration and personalization to the hotel guest experience.

Desktop Business Monitors
Improve efficiency and productivity with reliable, cutting-edge monitors.

Desktop Virtualization
Strengthen security, improve productivity and centralize support with our cloud displays.

Smartphones and Wearables
Communicate and collaborate with colleagues more easily and securely than ever.

Tablets and 2-in-1s
Stay productive and protected wherever work takes you with portable, powerful tablets and 2-in-1 

devices with detachable keyboards. 

Laptops and Chromebooks
Durable designs and powerful features ensure your business operates wherever you are.

Solid State Drives
Handle workloads from high-end computing on client PCs to heavy data center use.

Printers and MFPs
High-performance and resource-efficient printers offer reliable, cost-competitive document-handling 

solutions while lowering total cost of ownership.

Samsung offers scalable technology that seamlessly integrates with your infrastructure, keeps your data secure and 
provides employees with innovative features they truly want to use.
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